UNIMARC
ACCELERATING GROWTH BY
ACCELERATING REPORTING
QUICK FACTS
Industry
Retail – grocery stores
Revenue
US$2.3 billion
Employees
22,000
Headquarters
Santiago, Chile
Web Site
www.unimarc.cl
SAP® Solution and Services
Speeding up queries and reports with
SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
Accelerator software
Implementation Partner
SAP® Consulting, subcontracted by IBM

Supermercados Unimarc S.A.
(Unimarc), a major grocery chain in
Chile, needed to accelerate delivery
of query results from its data warehouse built with the SAP NetWeaver®
Business Warehouse component.
By adding SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse Accelerator software,
the company sped up report delivery
by 500%. Users at all levels now
receive the information they need
in time to make informed decisions,
cut costs, and avoid errors.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Retail – Grocery Stores

Key Challenges
• Succeed in a highly competitive business
environment
• Efficiently manage large amounts of data
• Provide timely information to decision
makers
• Reduce the costs and errors that result
from using outdated reports
• Reap maximum value from business
intelligence

Why SAP Was Selected
• Ability to greatly accelerate query
response
• History of success with SAP products
• Inherent integration with SAP® software
already in place and ease of integration
with non-SAP and internally developed
tools
• Ease of implementation

Implementation Best Practices
• Used ASAP methodology
• Followed all recommendations of SAP
Consulting
• Provided training in 3 waves, spaced at
2-month intervals, for maximum
comprehension

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Used preconfigured content to minimize
implementation effort
• Finished in 1 week, on schedule
• Retired legacy reporting environment

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Provided broad spectrum of information in
a more timely way
• Increased visibility of business data
• Eliminated use of outdated reports, thereby avoiding errors and resulting costs
• Demonstrated the value of business intelligence for achieving corporate objectives

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator

Impact

Speed of delivering sales reports

+500%

Users with access to management
information

+600%

Customer satisfaction
Errors in computing inventory costs
Operating expenses

+30%
-20%
-0.001%

“SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse Accelerator has had a revolutionary impact
on Unimarc. It has positioned business intelligence as the tool to use for
achieving the company’s goals.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Fernando Santos, Systems Manager, Supermercados Unimarc S.A.

Supermercados Unimarc S.A.
(Unimarc) is a major Chilean grocery
store chain. In recent years the company has grown rapidly by acquiring over
40 local retailers and now has a 21%
market share in the country. Unimarc’s
goal is to be the best grocery supplier in
Chile through its network of supermarkets, convenience stores, and
wholesalers.

Moving to an All-SAP Solution

SAP software had begun to emerge as a
Unimarc standard because of its excellent
support for business operations and
because the company recognized the integration benefits of an all-SAP software
landscape. Therefore Unimarc turned to
SAP with its problem, and SAP responded with its SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse Accelerator software. This
Experiencing Growing Pains with
application, SAP explained, substantially
Legacy Reporting Environment
boosts the performance of SAP
NetWeaver Business Warehouse through
With all the growth, Unimarc knew it
sophisticated in-memory data compresneeded strong software for supporting
sion and horizontal and vertical data partiits enterprise and storing all its key busi- tioning, with near-zero administrative
ness data. Therefore, several years ago overhead.
the company chose SAP as its supplier
The timing was perfect because Unimarc
for this technology, installing the SAP®
ERP application to run the company and was about to upgrade to leading-edge
hardware from its hosting partner, IBM.
the SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse component for its business data IBM made sure the new hardware was
configured optimally for the software and
warehouse.
performed another key step by engaging
the group that knows the solution best,
Unimarc, however, selected another
SAP Consulting, to perform the
vendor for its reporting environment.
implementation.
This tool sufficed initially but response
times to queries became longer and longer as the data warehouse grew in size, The project appeared complicated, with
and reporting time suffered as a result. several third-party and internally developed applications to be integrated. HowEventually it reached the point where
executives were forced to use outdated ever, using the accelerator’s preconfigured
content, SAP Consulting completed the
reports for making key business deciproject in just one week. It trained Unisions. The situation was especially
acute in Unimarc’s distribution centers, marc’s users in phases: basic training at
which rely on timely information to make installation time followed 60 days later by
more advanced training and 60 days after
deliveries and place replenishment
that by the ultimate in product instruction.
orders with vendors. Because their
reports were slow to arrive, the centers As a result, Unimarc’s people are now
world-class users of the accelerator.
had to make many decisions with
incomplete information, resulting too
often in errors and unnecessary costs.

Enhancing the Value of Business
Intelligence
Through near-instant delivery of
responses to queries, accelerator functionality has significantly improved business for Unimarc. Executives receive
their sales reports in a fifth of the time,
and distribution centers have cut their
errors in computing inventory costs by
20%. Unimarc credits its use of the
software for an overall operating cost
reduction of 0.001%, which for a
US$2.3 billion company is a substantial
amount. Even Unimarc’s vendors benefit because they conduct transactions
using an e-commerce channel that
feeds on SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse Accelerator and provides
up-to-the-minute information on stock
levels and sales.
Because accelerator functionality is so
scalable that its performance does not
degrade noticeably even with substantial increases in data volume, Unimarc
is now well positioned to continue its
rapid growth.
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